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THE JPFO “DAVID AND GOLIATH AWARD” GUIDELINES
From JPFO’s main brochure: The overarching mission of JPFO is to destroy the idea of “gun control” of any kind
as a credible policy position. So-called “gun control” does not control guns nor does it control criminal behavior.
What it does do is disarm the innocent, leaving them helpless in the face of petty criminals, tyrannical governments
and genocide. History keeps proving this. Advocates of “gun control” are either ignorant, misguided, hoplophobic in
need of help, or evil. Their efforts and agendas earn and deserve scorn and derision as the foolish and dangerous
proposals they are. “A public, well educated in the right and proper role of arms in our modern society, is the good
and natural protector of the people and freedom.”
The David and Goliath Award is issued periodically by JPFO to recognize heroic achievement by
an individual or group, against significant adversity, in the preservation of firearms ownership
and the civil liberties necessary for attaining this goal. Successful candidates will have
persevered through outstanding activity, setting an example for others to admire or emulate in:
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•

Aiding in the destruction of so-called “gun control”
Informing the public or officials about the deceptive nature of so-called “gun control”
Conducting fundamental new research about so-called “gun control”
Advancing the right of the people to keep and bear arms
Educating and bringing new enthusiasts and shooters into the community
Stopping or impeding anti-rights activity, bigotry, legislation, judicial action or discrimination
Counteracting anti-Bill of Rights propaganda
Stopping or helping to stop oppression, or opposing tyranny
Securing a previously denied or denigrated right
Acts of physical courage
Saving innocent life
Principled journalism
Bringing to light great inequity
Exposing significant corruption
Tireless legal perseverance
Tenacious investigating
Significant meritorious effort toward JPFO’s goals
Bringing accolade or recognition to JPFO

Notes:
A unanimous vote of the Board of Directors and Advisors is required for issuance.
Religious affiliation or belief is not a condition for receiving the award.
Recipients must be thoroughly vetted to avoid potential embarrassment.
To the extent practical the award is made in conjunction with major national events.
The award may be presented throughout the year as appropriate.
The honoree shall be notified in advance of receiving the award when in the opinion of the
Board of Directors and Advisors it is more appropriate than a surprise presentation.
The award is not available to anyone employed by JPFO.
The award may be issued posthumously.

